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MEMO –Firearms Safety & Gun Violence Prevention Policy & Practical Options
Prepared for CALPHO Subcommittee “Exploring our Options” Meetings on August 17, 2018
By Amy P. Winterfeld, J.D., Tri-County Health Department
The purpose of this memo is to summarize information about firearms safety and community gun violence
prevention policy and practice options in two major areas that affect public health in Colorado:
1. Community and officer firearms safety
2. Suicide prevention and firearms as a deadly means
The memo follows up on discussions by a small group of local public health directors delegated by the Colorado
Association of Local Public Health Officials (CALPHO) to explore and report back to CALPHO members on an
appropriate role for Public Health in legislation addressing gun violence issues, especially in regard to suicide,
available policy optionsi, and stakeholder views about those options. CALPHO greatly values the opportunity to
participate with you to discuss a range of firearms safety policy options and learn about your opinions. Ideas
presented in this memo should not be interpreted as a policy statements by CALPHO nor are they presented in a
specific order. This memo also identifies gaps in current Colorado law. Additional policy options for firearms
safety not presented in this memo and suggestions are welcome and will be explored, with your collaboration,
as thoroughly as possible from a statewide local public health perspective.
Public Health Issue and Methodologies: Each year, more than 32,000 Americans die by firearms and more than
70,000 are wounded, representing a volume of preventable deaths and injuries that the U.S. government
described in 2013 as a "public health crisis."ii School [or community] gun violence events, such as Sandy Hook
Elementary, Marjorie Stoneman Douglas High School, San Bernardino Public Health Department and, in the local
area, events such as the tragic loss of Douglas County Deputy Zackari Parrish, the Aurora theater shootings, and
the Columbine High School mass shooting occur periodically, “galvanizing public reaction and bringing forth a
collective call for intervention. Public health methodologies such as epidemiological analyses can show how
these rare, but uniquely compelling, incidents fit within broader national patterns of gun violence” and help to
inform the selection of a balanced, comprehensive set of effective [policies and/or programs] to address the
daily death toll from firearm suicides and "targeted" firearm homicides that, as of 2013, accounted for more
than 99% of firearm fatalities; as well as the rare, random, and sporadic rampage shootings in school or
community settings.iii In Colorado 78% of firearms deaths are suicides according to the Colorado Department of
Public Health and Environment and nearly half of all Colorado suicides involve use of a firearm.iv

1. Policy Option – Extreme Risk Protection Order (ERPO)
Description – Establishes a legal mechanism for families, household members, law enforcement, or
certain health or mental health workers to petition a court to prevent access to, or require
relinquishment of, firearms by people at risk for gun violence against themselves or others.
As illustrated in the map below, who can request an ERPO varies in states where enacted:
Family or household member – CA, MD, OR, WA
Non law enforcement, certain mental or other health workers – MD
Only law enforcement or state officials – FL, VT
Limited Firearm Removal Laws, by law enforcement or states attorney – CT, IN
Firearms License Revocation Procedure for Danger to Self or Others – IL, MA, NY
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Extreme Risk Protection Orders – State Laws

(Map produced by TCHD, Legal information source: Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence)

Research Evidence - People engaging in certain behaviors, such as violence, self-harm, or ongoing abuse of drugs
or alcohol, are significantly more likely to commit a violent act toward themselves or others in the near future.v
These behaviors more strongly predict future violence than mental illness.vi (See also this FBI report:
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/pre-attack-behaviors-of-active-shooters-in-us-2000-2013.pdf/view).
In an August 2016 study of Connecticut’s partial ERPO law, temporary removal of weapons from 762 at-risk
people averted up to 100 suicide fatalities.vii More recently, an August 2018 study of effects of both
Connecticut’s and Indiana’s risk-based firearms seizure partial ERPO laws concluded that both were associated
with reduced population-level firearm suicide rates, although Connecticut’s estimated reduction in suicides was
offset by increased non-firearm suicides.viii Eighty percent of people considering suicide give some sign of their
intentionsix and 38 out of 62 mass shooters in the last 20 years reportedly displayed signs of dangerous mental
health problems prior to the killings.x
Colorado Law Gap – No current Colorado ERPO law; Colorado does have 72-hour mental health hold law
Public Opinion – Nationally 72% of the public and 64% of gun owners support ERPO (2015 Johns Hopkins Poll)
Current Colorado Supporters – Metro Denver law enforcement and district attorneys, Mental Health Colorado,
Colorado Ceasefire

2. Policy Option – Gun Purchase Waiting Periods, Explicit or Implicit
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Description – Express or explicit gun purchase waiting period laws require a certain number of days (typically 3
to 14) to elapse between a firearm purchase and when the buyer may take possession of the firearm. An implicit
waiting period may be created, for example, when the law requires gun buyers to obtain a license or permit, or
to complete safety training before purchasing a gun. Waiting periods may allow for “cooling off” to mitigate
against impulsive violent acts and may give law enforcement sufficient time for a thorough background check
before a purchaser takes possession of a firearm.
Research Evidence –
Suicides - States with waiting periods had 51% fewer firearm suicides and a 27% lower overall suicide rate than
states without such laws according to research published in the American Journal of Public Health.xi After South
Dakota repealed its 48-hour waiting period in 2009, suicides in the state increased by 7.6% the following year.xii
Most suicide survivors contemplated their actions for only a brief period of time—often less than 24 hours—
before making a suicide attempt.xiii The impulsive nature of suicide makes immediate access to firearms a major
mortality risk factor that waiting periods can help address.xiv Research has also shown that waiting periods can
reduce gun homicides by 17%.xv
Homicides & Community Safety - Combined, states with waiting periods avoid roughly 750 gun homicides per
year as a result of having a waiting period policy in place.xvi If all states implemented waiting periods,
researchers say, an additional 910 gun homicides could be prevented each year.xvii Each year, over 3,000
ineligible persons receive firearms through the 3-day federal law default provisionxviii that allows a dealer to
complete a firearm transfer after 3 days if the FBI is unable to complete a background check. For such cases, it
takes the FBI an average of 25 days to determine that a purchaser is ineligible to receive firearms.xix
Gun Purchase Waiting Periods – State Laws
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(Map produced by TCHD, Legal information source: Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence)

Currently, as mapped above, four states (CA, HI, IL, RI) and the District of Columbia have an explicit waiting
period for all firearms purchases, one state (MN) has an explicit waiting period for handgun and assault weapons
purchases, and four states have an explicit waiting period for handgun purchases only (FL, IA, MD, NJ). Thirteen
more states have implicit gun purchase waiting periods arising out of mechanisms such as requiring a permit to
purchase, or a safety certificate or a license to own a gun (CAxx, CTxxi, HIxxii, IAxxiii, ILxxiv, MDxxv, MAxxvi, MIxxvii, NExxviii,
NJxxix, NYxxx, NCxxxi, RIxxxii), while the District of Columbiaxxxiii, requires registration of all firearms. As an example of
requirements that effectively create an implicit waiting period, Hawaii requires handgun permit applicants to
complete an approved course that focuses on: (1) the safe use, handling and storage of firearms and firearms
safety in the home; and (2) state firearms laws. Hawaii includes firing training as one of several options available
to applicants to satisfy the firearms safety training requirement.xxxiv
Note: In some states waiting period exemptions apply, e.g., for law enforcement officers; or waivers can be
obtained from police, e.g., if there is a threat to the life of the transferee or a household member.
Colorado Law Gap – No current Colorado express/explicit waiting period law. Colorado does not have an implicit
as the state does not require buyers to obtain a license to own or permit to purchase a firearm, or to complete
safety training prior to purchasing a firearm.
Public Opinion – Polls show that Americans strongly support waiting periods. A December 2012 poll found that
74% of people without a firearm in the home support a five-day waiting period for the purchase of firearms,
while 66% of non-National Rifle Association (NRA) gun-owners and 50% of NRA members support this
measure.xxxv Similarly, a survey conducted for the New England Journal of Medicine in January 2013 found that
76% of Americans, including 67% of gun owners, support giving law enforcement up to 5 business days, if
needed, to complete a background check for gun buyers.xxxvi
Current Colorado Supporters – Unknown

3. Program or Policy Option – Voluntary Gun Buy-Back or Firearms Relinquishment
Description – Establish and fund a program to purchase firearms that gun owners would like to voluntarily sell
back to law enforcement to be removed from commerce and destroyed. Provide for voluntary, temporary selfrelinquishment of firearms by allowing people who own guns to either: Transfer their guns to a loved one out of
their home, request that law enforcement store their guns temporarily, or add their own names to a
confidential gun background check database, temporarily, to prevent gun acquisition during a crisis.
Research Evidence –
Voluntary gun buy-back or community relinquishment program or event - Research found that Australia's 1996
gun law reforms, [including a gun buy back of large numbers of rapid-firing firearms from civilians] were
followed by more than a decade free of fatal mass shootings, and accelerated declines in firearm deaths,
particularly suicides.xxxvii Total Australian homicide rates for the same period, however, also followed the same
declining pattern.
Voluntary firearm relinquishment - States with higher rates of household firearm ownership have significantly
higher homicide victimization rates.xxxviii Having a gun in the home is associated with an increased risk of firearm
homicide and suicide, regardless of storage practice, type of gun, or number of guns in the home.xxxix Research
has also found that living in a home where there are guns increased the risk of suicide by 90 to 460% and the risk
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of homicide by 40 to 170%.xl Risk of dying from an unintentional gunshot injury is 3.7 times higher for adults
living in homes with guns, especially handguns.xli
Colorado Law Gap – Colorado law has no voluntary gun relinquishment or gun buy-back provisions or program
but does provide for mandatory gun relinquishment for certain domestic violence offenders. Colorado judges
have issued 69,054 gun relinquishment orders since 2013 according to an open records request by 9news but
the current law is not working to prevent domestic violence. Federal Law, 18 U.S.C. § 922 , prohibits gun
possession, transport, shipment in or affecting interstate commerce; or receipt of a firearm or ammunition
shipped in interstate or foreign commerce by adjudicated “mental defective,” involuntarily committed, felons,
domestic violence misdemeanants, people with substance use disorders, and some others.
Public Opinion – Polls not found
Current Colorado Supporters – Unknown

4. Other Gaps in Colorado Law- Current Colorado firearms safety and gun violence prevention laws








have the following gaps. This list may not be complete but provides a starting point for further
consideration.
No safe storage law (though federal law applies to handgun sales and requires locking device by
dealers);
No state license for gun dealers; (affects state enforcement capability, although federal license required)
No mandated reporting of lost or stolen firearms;
No Colorado law prohibits firearms purchase or possession after a 72-hour mental health hold expires,
even if due process determines that a person poses a danger to the community or themselves;
Three gaps in purchase/possession prohibitions; no Colorado law prohibits gun possession or requires
gun relinquishment by:
o People convicted of violent misdemeanors unrelated to domestic violence,
o People with two or more DWIs or DUIs in a 5-year period,
o People with two or more controlled substance misdemeanors in a 5-year period.
No prohibition of bump stocks.

5. Other Policy Options- This memo was drafted to provide an overview of firearm safety and gun
violence prevention policy options primarily responding to suicides as the largest group of Colorado
firearm deaths. Many additional policy options for firearms safety and gun violence prevention exist.
Additional suggestions are welcome and can be more fully briefed, including thoughts about the political
landscape for policy adoption.
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